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FDHA - intraplate style
• Fault displacement hazard requires recurrence

• How should the term ‘recurrence’ be 
understood in the intraplate setting?

• periodic

• episodic

• random

• no recurrence, or ‘one-off’
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll start off on what seems to be an aside, but is fundamental to the assessment of seismic hazard in the intraplate setting. In order to have an assessable FDH you need recurrence of large earthquakes. Do we have recurrence on any useful timeframe? If so, how should we understand the term ‘recurrence’ in the intraplate setting? The extant stress field in Australia is largely compressional, so relief might be used as a proxy for recurrence. Some parts of Australia are flatter than others, and so might be expected to have a lower recurrence. By virtue of low erosion rates over much of the continent, we have an excellent neotectonic record to assess.
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• short, complex scarps

• isolated

• little relief

• erosion rates 1-5 m/Myr

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll make a distinction throughout this talk between the cratonic and non-cratonic parts (or domains) of Australia. The cratonic domains cover much of the west of Australia. The seismogenic basement rocks here were largely cratonised by the mid to late Proterozoic. In eastern Australia the rocks are largely Phanerozoic, or have been subject to Phanerozoic tectonism of some sort. A subclass of the non-cratonic are the extended domains that include passive margins and aulacogens.The RHS panel shows the surface rupture relating to the 1968 Ms6.8 Meckering earthquake. The background image is SRTM DEM. You can see that relief isn’t being generated, indicating slip rates are less than or equivalent to the erosion rates.



Cratonic Fault Characteristics
• 1-3 or 4 events in the last 100 kyr

• slip rate in last 100kyr ~0.01-0.03 mm/yr (10-30m/Myr)

• long term slip rate <0.001 mm/yr (<1m/Myr, so relief transient)
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Meckering
1 event/
100kyr

Lort River
3 events/
100kyr

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we trench these faults we see only 1-4 displacement events across Neogene duricrusts. This in a landscape where erosion rates can be as low as 1-5 m/Myr. Over the last ~100 kyr relief building rates can be 10x the erosion rate, but no long-term relief forming. Long term slip rates are therefore small.



One-off ruptures in the cratonic domains?
• All historic surface ruptures 

occurred in unanticipated 
locations

• All in Cratonic Domains
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 I’ve just shown you a couple of examples where the fault has experienced more than one mid to late Pleistocene event. But we have an inconvenient truth – all eight historic surface ruptures were not associated with relief that could have been mapped prior. Two (Meckering/Tennant Creek) are associated with prior events >100 ka. The recent Petermann Ranges event is a case in point.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mindful of my limited time I’ll scream through this, but this event occurred in the central desert, about 150 km SW of Uluru/Ayers Rock. If any of you have been to or seen the desert around Ayers Rock you’ll know it’s pretty flat.
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PALSAR interferogram over LOS displacement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It was the largest earthquake in 20 years and it’s probably the best documented earthquake in Australia ever. This is a Palsar interferogram overlain on LOS displacement. This works so well because it’s very flat out there. It’s a great natural laboratory for that reason.



INSAR filtered coherence image
Shows exactly 
where 
displacement 
hazard was

Not only where 
we mapped a 
scarp
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is perhaps the most useful derivative of the InSAR for FDHA. It’s a filtered coherence image, and it shows exactly where the short wavelength ground deformation occurred (including fault displacement). The image points to hazard in places where the deformation was too distributed to map with RTK GPS.
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Recurrence? Note bedrock in footwall

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But is there recurrence that points to future hazard? Well… no. There are no colluvial deposits that suggest repeated displacement or that relief existed at the rupture site prior to the event.



Bedrock in the footwall = no recurrence
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In fact, bedrock features pretty obviously in the footwall along much of the length.



Spatially distributed recurrence?

Events localised 
to the Woodroffe 
Thrust, a major 
Proterozoic to 
Cambrian 
intraplate fault 
system
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1986 Marryat Creek 
Mw5.7

2016 Petermann R
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2013 Mulga Park
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2012 Ernabella
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a perhaps unhelpful sort of way, we are noting some spatially distributed recurrence (over 300 km), related to the large scale crustal structure. These events are localised to the Woodroffe Thrust but do not appear to occur on the thrust.



• no historic surface ruptures

• longer, linear, connected scarps

• significant relief = recurrence

• erosion rates 30-50 m/Myr

Non-cratonic
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving on, what about our non-cratonic regions? In some parts of eastern Australia the fautls are associated with several hundred metres of Plio-Pleistocene relief, implying strain localisation and recurrence = FD hazard.



• Faults link in plan and in 
section

• Potential for complex 
rupture geometry at links

Complex linkages
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LiDaR

SRTM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The faults are long and linear and link into each other in plan and section (where examined). In most places we don’t know this level of detail.



Recurrence in the non-
cratonic domains?
The Lake George fault 
scarp and basin:

Ponds west flowing drainage

150 m thick sedimentary 
section
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25km
Canberra

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Lake George Fault and Basin have provided key information on the long term displacement history of these faults.



Basin <ca. 4 Myr

• Paleo-channel gravels 
extend from basin onto 
the hanging wall

• 250 m of <ca. 4 Myr
vertical separation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The basin preserves a sedimentary sequence grading from fluvial to fully lacustrine, reflecting progressive defeat of west flowing streams. Fluvial gravels from the pre-faulting landscape have ages of ~4Ma. Remnants of these gravels are stranded on the hanging wall, and indicate ~250 m of uplift since deposition.



Shallow seismic reflection data and interpretation

V:H =1

U1

U2

U1

U2

Angular unconformities 
with parallel strata in 
between

U3

U3
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seismic reflection data can be interpreted to unravel the displacement history, with a series of parallel strata packages being separated by angular unconformities. Fault traces also interact with the sediments.



Contributions to seismic hazard understanding
• Characteristic magnitude 

• 75 km long fault
~ Mw7.4
60-80 m/Myr uplift rate
<25km from Canberra

• Episodic recurrence 

– ~0.78 - 1.3 Myr quiescent periods 
separating active periods 
involving 40-70 m of uplift

– Recurrence in an active period 
not yet known
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The slip history shows long quiescent periods (0.9-1.3 Myr) punctuated by brief periods of activity involving several tens of metres of uplift. At the resolution of the seismic we have been unable to date individual events, so we don’t have a good understanding of the recurrence in the active periods. For that we must look to a nearby fault.



Recurrence in an active period? the Cadell scarp, 
NSW/Victoria
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Cadell Fault occurs to the west of the highlands in the Murray River Basin. Between 70-20 ka this fault built 15-20 m of relief. The shape of the deformation envelope is shown in LiDar data. Event timing was deduced from displaced geomorphic surfaces. Shallow seismic showed a similar episodic pattern.



Clustered Cadell Fault rupture behaviour
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70 ka 20 ka

Short term slip rate 0.4 mm/yr

Short term slip rate 400 m/Myr! 
Recurrence for M7.4 ~ 8kyr on average

Clark et al. (2015) GSL Special Publication doi: 10.1144/SP432.2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last active period, spanning 50 kyr, involved a recurrence for M7.4 events of approximately 8 kyr.



Plate margin recurrence/slip model
• Fairly regular build up of elastic strain and release as 

earthquakes

• Long term slip rates provide a reasonable estimate of activity 
at shorter time frames (i.e. for seismic hazard purposes)
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Nicol et al. 2009 Geology 10, 911-914

not suitable for 
intraplate?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How was that slip distributed when looking at the longer term?
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Random recurrence?
Random distribution 
of 15 events

For example
number of M7 
earthquakes in 
100,000 years

Could very easily
be interpreted as 
Episodic or 
Periodic or 
Random 

Care is needed 
when inferring a 
pattern



Periodic with variable COV (McCalpin 2013)
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increasing
aperiodicity 
parameter



Omori’s Law? (Liu et al. 2016, Calais et al. 2016)
Long lived ‘stress pool’: strain accumulation and release rates 
disparate.

Craton?

Non-Craton?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ruptures partially deplete a long-lived ‘pool’ of lithospheric stress, triggered by transient stress perturbations. Omori’s law decay for recurrence?



Fault displacement hazard: summary
CRATONIC (Archaean and non-reactivated Proterozoic): N/A?
– often complex rupture geometry and trace complexity

– recurrence not in a meaningful time frame for hazard?

NON CRATONIC and EXTENDED
– little known about rupture 

geometry and trace complexity

– potential for recurrence

– recurrence in an active period 
drives hazard

FDHA workshop Menlo Park DEC 2016
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•

Archaean and Proterozoic core of Nth America similar to non-
extended cratonic (Precambrian) SCR crust

• Phanerozoic foldbelts (incl. Cheraw/Meers faults) similar to non-
extended non-cratonic SCR crust

• Passive margins (Charleston source zone) 
and aulacogens (Reelfoot, Sth Oklahoma, 
Ottawa, Saguenay, Charlevoix) similar to 
elements of extended non-cratonic SCR 
crust

Global Crustal Analogues

FDHA workshop Menlo Park DEC 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This work is relevant to the US east of the Rocky Mountains. 



Phone: +61 2 6249 9111
Web: www.ga.gov.au
Email: clientservices@ga.gov.au
Address: Cnr Jerrabomberra Avenue and Hindmarsh Drive, Symonston ACT 2609
Postal Address: GPO Box 378, Canberra ACT 2601

Thankyou for your attention!





Scaling Relations
A little longer than we might predict from Clark et al (2014).

Mulga Park 
2013

Petermann R 
2016



Future low to intermediate radioactive waste 
repository



Western Boundary of the Flinders Ranges

Wilkatana Fault
15m of slip in 60 kyr
0.25 mm/yr

(Quigley et al. 2006)

Ediacara scarp
unknown activity

Un named scarp
unknown activity



More oblique to stress field, so moderate relief

Displacement of creek 
bed conglomerate
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